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Measurable residual disease (MRD) status in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL),

assessed on and after treatment, correlates with increased progression-free and

overall survival benefit. More recently, MRD assessment has been included in large

clinical trials as a primary outcome and is increasingly used in routine practice as a

prognostic tool, a therapeutic goal, and potentially a trigger for early intervention.

Modern therapy for CLL delivers prolonged remissions, causing readout of

traditional trial outcomes such as progression-free and overall survival to be

inherently delayed. This represents a barrier for the rapid incorporation of novel

drugs to the overall therapeutic armamentarium. MRD offers a dynamic and robust

platform for the assessment of treatment efficacy in CLL, complementing

traditional outcome measures and accelerating access to novel drugs. Here, we

provide a comprehensive review of recent major clinical trials of CLL therapy,

focusing on small-molecule inhibitors and monoclonal antibody combinations

that have recently emerged as the standard frontline and relapse treatment

options. We explore the assessment and reporting of MRD (including novel

techniques) and the challenges of standardization and provide a comprehensive

review of the relevance and adequacy of MRD as a clinical trial endpoint. We

further discuss the impact that MRD data have on clinical decision-making and

how it can influence a patient’s experience. Finally, we evaluate howupcoming trial

design and clinical practice are evolving in the face of MRD-driven outcomes.
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Introduction

The treatments used for chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)

have undergone significant changes in the last decade, from using

chemoimmunotherapy (CIT), for example, fludarabine,

cyclophosphamide, and rituximab (FCR), bendamustine and

rituximab (BR), or chlorambucil (Clb)-based treatments such as

Clb and obinutuzumab (CO), to fully embracing regimens inclusive

of small-molecule-directed therapies (1–3).

This review focuses on the ability of CIT and targeted drugs

alone or in combination to achieve deeper measurable residual

disease (MRD) responses while acknowledging the strengths and

weaknesses of the application of MRD utility in clinical and trial

practice. The position of newer agents has been cemented in

frontline therapy in the UK as reflected in the recent guidelines

from the British Society of Haematology (BSH), European Society

of Medical Oncology (ESMO), and National Comprehensive

Cancer Network (NCCN) of the United States (4–6).

Simultaneously, clinical trials have demonstrated how MRD

correlates with the clinical endpoints of progression-free survival

(PFS) and overall survival (OS) (7–14). MRD has been accepted as a

surrogate endpoint that enables trials to report on outcomes sooner

than traditional endpoints such as PFS and OS and has already been

shown to correlate with superior PFS and OS in CIT regimens (10,

11, 15). We now need to evaluate whether MRD can also play this

role in clinical trials involving small-molecule-directed therapies (8,

16). In this review, we consider the current evidence in MRD

detection and trials involving small-molecule-directed therapies

that report MRD outcomes and place the evidence in a clinical

context to evaluate how new drugs and laboratory technology can

be utilized for maximal patient benefit.
Current guidelines

The recently updated BSH (2022), ESMO (2020), and NCCN

(2022) clinical guidelines on disease assessment and treatment for

CLL reflect the incorporation of small-molecule inhibitor-based

treatments into clinical practice. The guidelines are very similar in

their approach to disease assessment prior to treatment initiation,

which follows the International Workshop on Chronic

Lymphocytic Leukemia (iwCLL) guidelines (17). The initial

screening for TP53 disruptions prior to each line of therapy and

immunoglobulin heavy-chain variable region (IGHV) mutational

status are recommended (4). Both TP53 disruptions (mutation and/

or deletion) and unmutated IGHV (uIGHV) status, where ≤2% of

the BCR is mutated, confer unfavorable prognosis disease and can

direct therapeutic options (5, 6).

The BSH, ESMO, and NCCN guidelines outline therapeutic

options. For patients with TP53 intact IGHV mutated disease, the

treatment can be either CIT or a small-molecule inhibitor-

containing regimen with the options of venetoclax (V), a BCL-2

inhibitor; Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitors (BTKis) ibrutinib (I)

and acalabrutinib (A); and the PI3k inhibitor idelalisib (Id).

Zanubrutinib (Z) is now a licensed option in both the United

States (6) and the European Union (18). BTKis and PI3kis can be
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referred to as “BCR-directed therapy” (19). Monoclonal antibodies

can be used in combination with small-molecule inhibitors [the

approved combinations vary depending on the global region (4–6)]

and include rituximab (R) and obinutuzumab (O) (type I and II

anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies, respectively) (20). CIT regimens

remain an option in specific settings including FCR and BR, but the

use of CIT is very much reduced compared with previous guidelines

(21) with the increased availability of effective non-CIT

options frontline.

Comorbidities and the patient’s choice alongside TP53 and

IGHV results form the backbone of therapy selection. TP53 must be

intact for CIT to be an option (4–6). As frontline therapy, patients

with intact TP53 and IGHV mutated disease (mIGHV) may benefit

from FCR (12). TP53 intact fit patients can also be offered

venetoclax–obinutuzumab (VO) or I if they have uIGHV disease.

There is more flexibility of choice in the NCCN guidelines where Z

and AO are preferred options in this fit group alongside VO (6). In

less fit patients with intact TP53 and any IGHV status, VO, I, or A is

recommended by the BSH and ESMO. AO is included in the

recommended options by the BSH but is not currently

reimbursed by the NHS in the UK. CO is an option in the ESMO

guidelines if targeted therapies are contraindicated or not available.

In addition, zanubrutinib is a preferred option for these patients in

the NCCN guidelines. For patients with TP53 disruption, CIT is

dropped from all guidelines. The treatment recommended for

TP53-disrupted patients includes VO, I , or A in al l

aforementioned guidelines, with the additional options of AO or

V by the BSH, IdR or V by the ESMO, and AO or Z by the NCCN.

The potential benefit of IV combination therapy in uIGHV disease

is mentioned in the BSH guidelines, and this combination can be

used for uIGHV disease in the United States (4–6).

The choice of therapy for relapsed or refractory disease is more

varied and depends on TP53 status, whether the patient is eligible

for consideration of an allogeneic stem cell transplant, and which

therapy the patient has received before. In the BSH guidelines, the

agents including all those discussed for first-line treatment (except

CIT), but without TP53 disruption, are mandated to be used, and

venetoclax–rituximab (VR) and Id are options. The ESMO

guidelines recommend considering the duration of remission,

stating that for long remissions (>36 months), repetition of the

frontline therapy used is an option. As with their frontline

treatments, the NCCN also recommends Z in the relapsed and

refractory setting. The sequencing suggestions for therapies

consider previous treatment, with different agents preferred to

those used as first-line. At present, neither the iwCLL guidelines

nor any of the BSH, ESMO, or NCCN guidelines include the use of

resistance mutation testing as part of treatment selection to

determine the sequencing of treatment. Further discussion on the

sequencing of therapy is beyond the scope of this review. Prior to

the initiation of treatment, patients can be considered for a suitable

clinical trial (4). At present, CAR-T cells and bispecific antibodies

are only available as part of clinical trials in the UK.

Response assessment using MRD is discussed in the ESMO and

NCCN guidelines, but not by the BSH. The iwCLL guidelines state

that MRD can be assessed in patients in complete remission (CR)

who have cleared peripheral blood for at least 2 months, thereby
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implying its use to be restricted to bone marrow assessment of

patients in complete CR, but the wording is ambiguous, perhaps

reflecting the relative infancy and unknowns in using MRD

assessment as a response criterion compared with some of its

other recommendations (17). The ESMO and NCCN guidelines

reflect this position, stating the use of MRD in clinical trials (5) and

that MRDmay be a useful predictor of PFS (6), but that it cannot be

used to inform treatment decisions at the present.
Assessment of MRD

The technology to detect residual clonal malignant cells has

evolved, alongside its nomenclature, from “residual disease” to

“minimal residual disease” to our current term “measurable

residual disease” (22) as set out by the International Steering

Committee (ISC) on CLL MRD (22). The term “measurable”

stresses the point that we need to look at the limit of detection

(LoD) of the assay employed to interpret the result. In the quest for

“how low can you go,” it is likely that even between accredited

laboratories, some may be able to report this at 2 log10 (2 orders of

magnitude) or lower than others. For undetectable MRD (U-MRD)

to be compared across settings, this context becomes

important (22).

A recent report by the ISC on CLL MRD (22) has helpfully

defined MRD according to the proportion of residual CLL cells

detectable: MRD4 is 1 in 10−4 (1 leukemic cell in 10,000 leukocytes

or 0.01%), MRD5 is 1 in 10−5 (1 leukemic cell in 100,000 leukocytes

or 0.001%), and so on (22). The current international consensus for

“undetectable” MRD is U-MRD4, although some trials report data

from MRD5 or lower (7). MRD4 has the potential to emerge as a

reproducible prognostic stratification factor for PFS after treatment,

particularly for the treatment with small-molecule inhibitors.

It is worth noting that LoD is different from the limit of

quantitation (LoQ). For example, an assay may detect down to 10

cells, but it cannot be reliability quantified (for the purposes of

reproducible and standardized reporting) until 50 cells of a

phenotype are confirmed (23, 24). U-MRD4, “MRD4,” or 10−4

may also be reported for clinical purposes (for example, used in trial

endpoints), when the assay can detect <10−4. The guidelines by

Rawstron et al. (24) state that if the minimum reproducible

population is 50, 500,000 events are required for an LoQ of

0.01%, but an LoD of 0.01% could be achieved on 200,000 cells

(20 events). This becomes important when assessing the specificity

of the flow cytometry marker combination to produce reproducible

populations and considering the number of events (viable cells)

required to evaluate post-treatment populations (which can make

the timing of MRD assessment and the sample volume a

practical consideration).

The current validated techniques for MRD assessment include

multiparameter flow cytometry and real-time quantitative

polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) assays (9, 22, 24) (also

known as reverse-transcriptase quantitative real-time PCR, RT-

qPCR), with the addition of high-throughput sequencing (HTS)

where available (25).
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Multiparameter flow cytometry

Flow cytometry has traditionally been used for MRD testing in

CLL and requires a minimum of four markers to detect down to U-

MRD4 for reporting the patient as “MRD negative” as per the

iwCLL guidelines (17). The European Research Initiative in CLL

(ERIC) (24–26) has published guidelines on obtaining this

standard. There have been multiple studies using flow cytometry

technology that aim to lower its limit of detection further. In

practice, it is limited by the number of cells required for input,

the number of colors that can be assessed by available laboratory

flow cytometers, and the physics of fluorophore spectrum overlap.

Table 1 provides an overview of the LoD of flow cytometry marker

combinations reported for CLL (24–29).

The results outlined in Table 1 demonstrate that obtaining an

LoD of MRD5 (1 CLL cell detectable in ≤1 × 105) is challenging,

although many combinations have demonstrated an LoD between

104 and 105. A reliable detection of MRD at <1 × 10−5 is reported,

but the number of events may have not been sufficiently reliable to

report the median MRD at <10−5.

However, even in the absence of reliable median LoD <1 × 10−5,

flow cytometry still provides the advantage that it can be combined

with additional markers for diagnosis, to construct a single

diagnostic/monitoring panel. Examples of these panels have

included CLL-specific diagnostic markers such as CD200 or the

MRD marker ROR1 (25, 30, 31) as part of extended panels. The 10-

color flow cytometry used by Bazinet et al. (30) demonstrated this

advantage, with >90% agreement with the ERIC panel results (24).

Given that a limitation of flow cytometry is the assessment of

sufficient viable cells, timelines of sample processing can make a

significant difference. Therefore, the best flow results are obtained

on samples <48 h old, and using the same assay for diagnosis and

MRD assessment is likely to maintain sufficient throughput of

samples to enable economical running of equipment within

this timeframe. With these considerations in mind, flow

cytometry even with inferior sensitivity (but wider availability) to

newer methods could retain a place as a screening tool, enabling the

selection of patients who appear MRD negative to have a more

stringent assessment.
DNA sequencing

RQ-PCR is recommended in the ERIC guidelines as an option

for MRD assessment. The ERIC outputs have also reported on HTS

using next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology with the

clonoSEQ® assay, which was assessed alongside multiparameter

flow cytometry and demonstrated good concordance with flow

cytometry results down to 10−4 (25). HTS is being performed in

selected laboratories but requires quantitative validation (i.e., the

number of sequencing reads to be correlated to the number of cells)

(25). HTS does have the advantage of using DNA and, therefore,

can be used on older samples or stored DNA samples, unlike flow

cytometry, but this needs to be balanced with expense, increased

operator and reporting time, and the data processing and storage
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facilities required (32). In Table 2, HTS has been considered here

alongside the “current” techniques to demonstrate the comparison

of sensitivity with RQ-PCR, and HTS is gradually being excepted as

valid for MRD testing (9, 25, 26, 33–35).
RQ-PCR

The RQ-PCR allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) assay uses

primers designed for a germline framework region of IgH and an

ASO patient-specific (junctional rearrangement), allowing

malignant clone (patient)-specific targeted amplification. Some

methods use ASO primers for both forward and reverse. One or

more control genes are used to provide a measure for quantitation

and quality (36). This requires a more specialized lab setup than

flow cytometry, with the additional burden of a patient-specific

primer design, but with a gain of sensitivity in some samples and

good concordance with flow down to 10−4 but not reaching the 10−5

threshold (9, 34).
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HTS

Six-color flow cytometry was investigated alongside the

commercially available clonoSEQ® assay that sequences the BCR

complementary determining region 3 (CDR3) using consensus

primers to enable detection down to 10−6. Unlike flow cytometry,

NGS is not a direct “number of events” and requires calibration and

bioinformatics pipelines informing the quantification of results

(how many sequences reflect the number of cells present), which

makes interlaboratory standardization and validation challenging.

NGS can also be influenced by PCR amplification bias (which can

result in some sequences becoming preferentially amplified leading

to their overrepresentation in results). Amplification bias can be

identified as “expanded sequences” that are different from CLL-

associated sequences and can be removed effectively by

bioinformatics filtering, with Rawstron et al. (25) reporting a

false-positive rate of 0.002% using clonoSEQ®. Logan et al. (33)

used the BIOMED consensus primers and reported some bias in the

PCR results. They also presented the design of a bioinformatics
TABLE 2 DNA sequencing techniques including RQ-PCR and NGS.

Publication Technique Primers Sensitivity

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2007 (26) RQ-PCR BIOMED-2 and ASO ≤1 × 10−5

Böttcher et al., Leukemia, 2009 (9) RQ-PCR FR1/FR4 and ASO 2.2 × 10−5

Logan et al., PNAS, 2011 (33) HTS BIOMED-2 2 × 10−5

Raponi, BJHaem, 2014 (34) RQ-PCR FR1/FR4 and ASO 2.8 × 10−5

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2016 (25) HTS clonoSEQ® 1 × 10−6

Hengeveld et al., Blood, 2022 (35) HTS IGHV leader-based ≤1 × 10−5
Consensus primers such as BIOMED-2 or other FR1/FR4 primers can be used for the “preamplification” of the IgH VDJ region, prior to targeting with allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO)
primers in RQ-PCR.
TABLE 1 Limit of detection reported for flow cytometry marker combinations.

Publication Colors Panel Limit of
detection

Events
required

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2007
(26)

4 CD5/CD19 with one of CD20/CD38, CD81/CD22, or CD79b/CD43 ≤1 × 10−4 1 × 106

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2013
(24)

6 CD19/CD5/CD20 with either CD3/CD38/CD79b or CD81/CD22/CD43 6 × 10−5 0.5 × 106

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2016
(25)

6 CD19/CD20/CD5/CD43/CD79b/CD81 1 × 10−5 2 × 106

Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2016
(25)

8 CD19/CD20/CD5/CD43/CD79b/CD81/CD22/CD3 1 × 10−5 2 × 106

Dowling et al., Lab Medicine,
2016 (27)

8 CD19/CD20/CD5/CD43/CD79b/CD81/CD22/CD3 7 × 10−5 0.5 × 106

Sartor et al., Clinical Cytometry,
2013 (28)

10 CD81/CD22/CD3/CD5/CD20/CD79/CD38/CD43/CD19/CD45 1 × 10−5 1.8 × 106

Goshaw et al., Cytometry, 2021
(29)

14 CD79b, CD5, ROR1, CD23, CD19, CD81, CD20, CD200, CD40, CD43,
CD38, CD3, CD10, CD45

1.1 × 10−5 1.5 × 106
Rawstron et al., Leukemia, 2007 (26) was optimized to have an LoD of ≤1 × 104, rather than defining the lowest LoD possible. The ERIC criteria state that the ideal white blood cell (WBC) for the
test is >5 × 106/ml (25).
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pipeline that could control for some of these errors, allowing the use

of data for IGHV sequence reporting, which is used to define

whether a case is mutated or unmutated, along with MRD reporting

in the same assay (33).

Alongside increased sensitivity for HTS in comparison to flow

cytometry techniques, HTS also allows the quantitation of >1

clonotype within the same assay, which is useful for multiple

dominant clones or subclones in the context of clonal evolution.

HTS may deliver >10−5 to 10−6 sensitivity required for further

MRD stratification when evaluating the response to CLL therapy,

but it remains to be broadly standardized and accepted as a

technique for MRD reporting (32).
Clinical trials

MRD as a primary or secondary outcome of clinical trials has

been at the forefront of recent trials involving small-molecule

inhibitors. Here, we review trials where MRD outcomes have

been included in the trial design, to evaluate the role that MRD

plays and its relationship to traditional trial outcomes such as PFS

and OS. The trials we have included are MURANO (37), CLARITY

(38), ELEVATE-TN (39), CLL14 (40), CAPTIVATE (16),
Frontiers in Oncology 05
CAPTIVATE FD (41), GLOW (42), FLAIR (43), CLL13 (44), and

GALACTIC (45).

Table 3 provides a summary of the trials evaluated here

including the drugs included in each arm and how MRD was

included in the trial design.
Relapsed and refractory disease

MURANO (37) and CLARITY (38) were the first trials of

venetoclax combination treatments in CLL with MRD outcomes

to report mature data in the relapsed and refractory (RR) setting.

MURANO is a phase 3 trial of the combination of VR being

compared with standard chemoimmunotherapy (bendamustine–

rituximab, BR) (37). CLARITY is a phase 2 single-arm study of

ibrutinib and venetoclax (IV) (38). Table 4 provides a summary of

these trials alongside the outcome data.

Three hundred eighty-nine patients with relapsed or refractory

CLL who had previously received one to three previous lines of

treatment (including at least one chemotherapy-containing

regimen) were recruited. Previous bendamustine was allowed

provided that patients had at least a 24-month duration of

response. Patients were randomized in a 1:1 ratio, and this was
TABLE 3 Summary of MRD inclusion in the trial design.

Trial Arms Phase Treatment naive
(TN) or relapsed/
refractory (RR)

Fixed
duration
for non-
CIT arms

Total
participants

MRD as a
primary
outcome

MRD as a
secondary
outcome

MRD
stopping
rules

MURANO BR vs. VR 3 RR Yes 389 No Yes No

CLARITY IV single arm 2 RR No 54 Yes No Yes

ELEVATE-
TN

A vs. AO vs.
ClbO

3 TN No 535 No Noa No

CLL14 ClbO vs. VO 3 TN Yes 432 No Yes No

CAPTIVATE
MRD

IV then I or
placebo if U-

MRD4

2 TN Yes 54 No Yes, for the
ibrutinib vs.

placebo cohort

Nob

CAPTIVATE
FD

IV 2 TN Yes 159 No Yes No

GLOW IV vs. ClbO 3 TN Yes 211 No Yes, for both
arms

No

FLAIR FCR, IR, I,
IV

3 TN No 1,516 Yes, for IV vs.
I or IR

Yes, for FCR vs.
IR

Yes, for the
ibrutinib-
containing

arms

CLL13 CIT vs. VR
vs. VO vs.

VIO

3 TN Yes 926 Yes No Noc

GALACTIC O
consolidation

2 TN or RR Yes 48 Yes No No
A, acalabrutinib; B, bendamustine; CIT, chemoimmunotherapy; Clb, chlorambucil; FCR, fludarabine, cyclophosphamide, and rituximab; I, ibrutinib; O, obinutuzumab (also known as “G” in
CLL13 and CLL14); R, rituximab; V, venetoclax.
aELEVATE-TN and RR have MRD as an exploratory outcome.
bRandomized depending on U-MRD.
cOption to extend from 12 to 36 cycle duration if MRD positive.
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stratified according to the 17p deletion status (TP53 deletion) and

responsiveness to previous treatment. The primary endpoint was

PFS, and the secondary endpoints included PFS among patients

with 17p deletion, overall response rate (ORR), OS and MRD (to a

sensitivity of 10−4), duration of response, and event-free survival

(EFS). MRD status was assessed in peripheral blood with both ASO-

PCR and flow cytometry and in bone marrow by flow cytometry.

PFS and OS
In MURANO, the 24-month PFS was significantly higher in the

venetoclax–rituximab group versus the BR group (84.9% vs. 36.3%)

(37), and PFS and OS remained significantly prolonged in the VR

group at the 5-year follow-up, detailed in Table 4 (46). This benefit

was also reflected in the 17p deleted patients, with a 2-year PFS of

81.5% in VR compared with 27.8% in the BR arm (46). The success

of VR is reflected as a choice of treatment in RR disease in many

clinical guidelines (4–6).

In CLARITY, the primary endpoint was U-MRD4 after 12

months of treatment (17, 38), with the secondary endpoints of PFS,

ORR (summarized in Table 4), and safety. Patients had been

previously treated with at least one line of therapy that did not

include I or V. Multiparameter flow cytometry was used for MRD

assessment with a sensitivity of MRD5, and the MRD stopping

criteria were included for those who also achieved CR/CRi as per

the iwCLL criteria (17). The assessment of response used CT scans

and peripheral blood (PB) and bone marrow (BM) MRD at 8, 14,

and 26 months of treatment. Patients who were MRD negative in

both PB and BM at 8 months were able to stop treatment at 14

months, and those negative at 14 months could stop at 26 months.

Those negative at 26 months continued treatment with ibrutinib

until progression but stopped venetoclax (38). The protocol was

amended in 2019 for those not in U-MRD4 after 26 months to have

venetoclax in addition to ibrutinib for a further 12 months (47).

The ORRs for both CLARITY and MURANO, alongside CR/

CRi and MRD rates, are detailed in Table 4.

MRD outcomes
The primary MRD outcome analysis from CLARITY, detailed

in Table 4, demonstrated that after 6 months, 14/50 evaluable

patients were in U-MRD4 (47). This improved over time and

36% of patients achieved U-MRD4 in both BM and PB at the 14-

month assessment (12 months of dual therapy, increasing to 44%
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U-MRD4 in BM at 26 months (38). This evidence informed the

addition of trial arms I and IV in FLAIR, which uses a similar model

of continuing treatment for twice as long as it took for the patient to

become MRD negative (43).

Mature MRD data from MURANO and CLARITY have enabled

the comparison of results with older trials including CIT. In

MURANO, patients with a partial response on iwCLL criteria but

who have U-MRD4 on peripheral blood had better survival outcomes

than patients who have a complete response but are positive for MRD

(10). Higher rates of clearance of MRD in the venetoclax arm were

observed and were numerically higher than those reported for other

agents in the relapsed/refractory setting [ibrutinib vs. bendamustine

(48); FCR vs. FC (49)], with the caveat of intertrial comparison, and

theMURANO results support the replacement of chemotherapy with

venetoclax in the relapsed setting.

MURANO has also reported MRD kinetics, and longer-term

survival outcomes were reported after 5 years of follow-up (46),

outlined in Table 4. The 5-year OS was also significantly prolonged

at VR than at BR. The analysis of outcomes by the MRD level

demonstrated that those with U-MRD4 had superior OS in the VR

arm, with survival at 5 years (EOT plus 3 years) of 95.3% compared

with those with higher rates of MRD (72.9%). There was also a

slower rate of MRD doubling time in the VR-treated patients

compared with the BR-treated patients (46). The results

demonstrate the durability of fixed-duration VR in the RR setting

and raise the possibility of a treatment-free period for patients with

relapsed/refractory CLL.

Longer-term MRD outcome data from CLARITY were

presented at the American Society of Haematology Annual

Meeting and Exposition (ASH) 2022. Of those in U-MRD4 at 6

months, this was sustained at either 26 or 38 months. Of note, 75%

of this cohort had uIGHV disease, and the good rates of U-MRD4

and the durability of remission for U-MRD4 patients with IV have

also been reflected in uIGHV patients in the later GLOW and

FLAIR trials (47, 50, 51).

MURANO and CLARITY have provided safety and outcome

reports prior to the data from several frontline therapy trials in CLL,

including CAPTIVATE (16, 41), GLOW (42), FLAIR (43), and

CLL13 (44). They also demonstrate a difference in regimen design

between fixed-duration and continuous (BTKi) therapy, which is

reflected in the latter trials and may direct how MRD assessment

should be incorporated into response assessment.
TABLE 4 Relapsed and refractory disease trial outcomes.

Trial Median
age/years

Regimen Number
recruited

ORR CR/CRi
rate

PFS OS U-MRD4
rate PB

U-MRD4
rate BM

MURANO 65 BR 195 67.7% 3.6% 36.3% at 24 m,
median 17 m

86.6% at 24 m,
62.2% at 60 m

13.3% at 9 m 1.5% at 9 m

VR 194 93.3% 8.2% 84.9% at 24 m,
median 53.6 m

91.9% at 24 m,
82.1% at 60 m

62.4% at 9 m 27.3% 9 m

CLARITY 64 IV 54 89% 51% Median PFS not
reached

100% at 21.1 m 53% at 14 m 36% at 14 m
PFS and OS reporting statistics are reported after the duration stated on treatment.
BR, bendamustine–rituximab; VR, venetoclax–rituximab; IV, ibrutinib–venetoclax; m, months.
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Treatment-naive fixed-duration trials

Most treatment-naive (frontline) trials fall into the category of

fixed-duration treatments (for non-CIT arms). These include

CLL14 (40), CAPTIVATE FD (16, 41), GLOW (52), and CLL13

(44), and all include venetoclax-containing arms (Table 3). Except

for CLL13, all these trials have MRD as a secondary outcome

(Table 3). The trial outcome data are summarized in Table 5.

CLL14 is a phase 3 trial comparing the long-term efficacy of

fixed-duration regimes in previously untreated CLL (40). Four

hundred thirty-two patients were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to

receive 12 cycles of either venetoclax or chlorambucil both in

combination with obinutuzumab for the first 6 cycles. The

recruited participants required treatment by the iwCLL criteria

(17) but were considered unfit due to coexisting conditions with a

cumulative illness score of >6, a creatinine clearance between 30 and

69 ml/min, or both. Patients with a TP53 deletion or mutation could

be included at the investigator’s discretion.

The primary endpoint of the study was investigator-assessed PFS.

The secondary endpoints were independent reviewer committee-

assessed PFS, ORR (assessed at 3 months after the end of treatment),

CR rate, MRD response rate in PB and BM at the completion of

treatment, duration of response, and best response achieved.

MRD monitoring was done for both PB and BM in CLL14,

measured using ASO-PCR to a sensitivity of 10−4 with additional

four-color flow cytometry and NGS in PB samples. BM samples

were assessed in patients with treatment response at cycle 9 and 3

months after the end of treatment (EOT+3). PB MRD in the blood

was assessed at baseline, cycles 7, 9, and 12, and subsequently every
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3 months after EOT until 18 months and then every 6 months until

5 years post-randomization (40).

The CAPTIVATE FD cohort is a single-arm study of fixed-

duration IV (Table 3). This cohort had a primary endpoint of CR

rate, rather than disease-free survival (as in the CAPTIVATE MRD

cohort), and U-MRD4 was a secondary endpoint (41).

Like CLL14, GLOW investigates a less fit population but

explores IV as first-line treatment (42, 52). This is highly relevant

to the practice of medicine in CLL, where the median age of

diagnosis is 72 years (53). The participants were ≥65 years old or

had comorbidities with a cumulative illness rating score of >6 or

creatine clearance <70 ml/min. TP53 disruptions were excluded.

The study was randomized 1:1 into two fixed-duration arms, IV

(n = 105) or ClbO (n = 106) stratified by IGHV mutational status.

Treatment was fixed duration with either 3 months of ibrutinib

lead-in followed by 12 months of IV or 6 cycles of ClbO. PFS was

the primary endpoint with U-MRD4 as the secondary endpoint.

MRD was assessed by both 8-color flow cytometry and NGS

(clonoSEQ®), with sensitivity down to MRD5, although endpoint

reporting was set at U-MRD4.

The CLL13 trial (GAIA trial) evaluates the efficacy of venetoclax

(and ibrutinib) in combination with an anti-CD20 antibody

regimen (VO, VIO, VR) versus standard CIT (FCR or BR)

(Table 3) in the first-line setting for fit patients requiring

treatment for CLL. For patients in the VIO arm, 12 cycles were

planned with the option to extend to cycle 36 in the presence of

detectable MRD. Patients were randomized in a 1:1:1:1 ratio.

Patients with TP53 disruptions were excluded given the known

poor outcomes in this cohort with standard CIT (44).
TABLE 5 Treatment-naive fixed-duration traditional trial outcomes.

Trial Median
age/
years

Regimen Number
recruited

ORR CR/
CRi
rate

PFS OS U-MRD4 rate PB U-MRD4 rate
BM

CLL14 72 ClbO 216 NR NR Median PFS
35.6 m, 49.5% at

39.6 m

87% at
39.6 m

35% at 3 m post-treatment
completion, 7% at 18 m post-

treatment completion

56.9% at 3 m
post-treatment
completion

VO 216 NR NR Median PFS not
reached, 81% at

39.6 m

87% at
39.6 m

76% at 3 m post-treatment
completion, 47% at 18 m post-

treatment completion

17.1% at 3 m
post-treatment
completion

CAPTIVATE
FD

60 IV 159 96% 56% 95% at 24 m 98% at
24 m

77% TP53-WT
81% TP53-D

62% TP53-WT
41% TP53-D

GLOW 71 IV 106 86.8% 38.7% 84.4% at 24 m,
80.5% at 30 m

90% at
27.7 m

54.7% 51.9%

ClbO 105 84.8% 11.4% 44.1% at 24 m,
35.8% at 30 m

88.6%
at 27.7
m

39.0% 17.1%

CLL13 61 CIT (FCR
or BR)

229 NR NR NR NR 52% at 15 m 37.1% at 15 m

VR 237 NR NR NR NR 57% at 15 m 43% at 15 m

VO 229 NR NR NR NR 86.5% at 15 m 72.5% at 15 m

VIO 231 NR NR NR NR 92.2% at 15 m 77.9% at 15 m
PFS and OS reporting statistics are reported after the duration stated on treatment.
ClbO, chlorambucil–obinutuzumab; VO, venetoclax–obinutuzumab; IV, ibrutinib–venetoclax; CIT, chemoimmunotherapy; FCR, fludarabine–cyclophosphamide–rituximab;
BR, bendamustine–rituximab; VR, venetoclax–rituximab; VIO, venetoclax–ibrutinib–obinutuzumab; m, months.
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The primary endpoints of CLL13 were the rate of U-MRD4 by

flow cytometry in PB at month 15 (MO15) (VO arm vs. CIT) and

PFS (VO vs. CIT). Evaluation of BM was also carried out at EOT+3

in patients achieving CR/CRi. The secondary endpoints included U-

MRD4 rates, PFS for VIO and VR versus CIT, OS, and safety (44).

PFS and OS
The PFS and OS for CLL14, CAPTIVATE FD, and GLOW are

given in Table 5, and CLL13 is yet to report these outcomes. In

CLL14, there was a median follow-up of 39.6 months. The study

found that patients in the VO arm had a significantly longer PFS

than those in the ClbO arm with a superior 3-year PFS in the VO

arm versus the ClbO arm (40). Interestingly, CAPTIVATE FD

reported a CR/CRi rate of 56% which was the same for TP53

wild-type and disruption (n = 47) participants (41). GLOW

demonstrated a superior PFS in IV versus ClbO after 24 months

that was maintained at 30 months (Table 5) (52).

MRD outcomes
The end-of-treatment and interim MRD results for CLL14,

CAPTIVATE FD, GLOW, and CLL13 are given in Table 5. CLL14

revealed the VO arm to have a higher rate of U-MRD4 in PB

compared with the ClbO arm, with a higher rate of U-MRD4 in PB

at 18 months after the end of treatment (Table 5). Patients with U-

MRD4 after the end of either treatment had longer PFS compared

with those with low detectable MRD or high MRD. OS was also

shown to be longer in patients with U-MRD4. In the venetoclax–

obinutuzumab arm, 8% of the patients showed an increase to low

MRD and 20% to high MRD. The median time of conversion from

undetectable to detectable MRD was not reached in the VO arm

versus the 6-month conversion time in the CO arm. The rates of U-

MRD4 were found to be higher in all risk groups in the VO arm.

Deep remission was also found in patients with TP53 disruptions.

Residual disease kinetics in CLL14 revealed that it was rare for

those who were found to have detectable MRD at the end of

treatment to have had undetectable MRD at any timepoint,

although the rates of U-MRD to detectable MRD conversion were

not reported separately. This may prove to be useful in identifying

patients who are at a higher risk of progression during/after

treatment. The MRD monitoring of PB with NGS did show that

some patients showed a deeper response of up to 10−6 in the VO

arm. It was observed for the first time in a randomized study that

the time to MRD conversion and eventual disease progression is

longer with a deeper response. There was also reasonable

concordance between the PB and BM MRD samples, suggesting

that there may not be a need for regular bone marrow monitoring in

the context of venetoclax and anti-CD20 fixed-duration

therapy (40).

The U-MRD4 rates in CAPTIVATE FD showed higher rates of

U-MRD4 in PB and BM after 12 months of IV, which was also

reflected in the TP53-disrupted cohorts (Table 5). Interestingly,

differences between TP53 wild-type and disrupted cohorts were not

statistically significant (41), mirroring the CR/CRi results, and it is

worth noting that the U-MRD4 rates were higher than the CR/CRi

rates (Table 5). These MRD results are similar to CLL14 (40) after

12 cycles (12 months) of venetoclax (41).
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In GLOW, the U-MRD4 rates were significantly higher for IV

treatment in both PB and BM compared with ClbO (Table 5). There

was also a higher concordance of MRD status in PB and BM in the

IV group of 92.9%, compared with 43.6% for ClbO. In ClbO,

patients who failed to achieve U-MRD4 were more likely to have

disease progression, but this relationship was not seen in the IV arm

(42). There was no significant difference in OS at the time of

primary analysis (42).

MRD5 was reported using NGS in GLOW, at 40.6% in BM after

IV and 7.6% after ClbO, with 90.9% concordance between PB and

BM in IV participants. This represents the achievement of MRD5

by 79.3% in PB and 78.2% in BM of patients who had U-MRD4 in

IV. U-MRD5 in PB was sustained in 80.4% of IV patients, compared

with 26.3% of ClbO patients (52). The degree of concordance

between PB and BM is encouraging for using PB to monitor

MRD, and the relationship of U-MRD4 and U-MRD5 to PFS will

be interesting data when it becomes available. There is evidence

from the French Innovate Leukaemia Organisation (FILO) group

trials that low-level MRD positivity at <U-MRD4 may be associated

with inferior PFS compared with U-MRD5 (assay sensitivity 0.7 ×

105) (7).

Furthermore, GLOW has reported on residual disease kinetics

after the EOT stratified by IGHV mutational status (50). In theory,

uIGHV disease should respond well to ibrutinib-based therapies

due to the dependence of this disease on BCR signaling (51), and

this has been demonstrated in single-agent ibrutinib trials (54, 55).

In the IV arm, the U-MRD4 rates at cycle 6 (6 months of treatment)

in uIGHV disease were 52.2%, with EOT+3 U-MRD4 59.7%, and

77.6% of these patients retaining U-MRD4 at EOT plus 18 months

(EOT+18). By comparison, mIGHV U-MRD4 rates at cycle 6 and

EOT+3 U-MRD4 rates were 31.3% and 40.6%, respectively.

However, if U-MRD4 was achieved at EOT+3, U-MRD4 was

sustained in 80% of uIGHV patients and 76.9% of mIGHV

patients (50). In the ClbO arm, just 12.2% of patients sustained

U-MRD4 at EOT+18 (51). These findings reflect the durable

responses seen in CLARITY, where 75% of the cohort had

uIGHV (47), and demonstrate that while the addition of

venetoclax increases U-MRD4 responses, the BTKi base still holds

the preference for response in uIGHV disease.

In CLL13, the rate of U-MRD4 at 15 months was significantly

higher in VO and VIO compared with CIT; however, the VR had

comparable rates to CIT (Table 5) (44). The VO results are similar

to those achieved in CLL14 at EOT (12 months), at 86.5% and 76%,

respectively. The combination of VIO achieved higher U-MRD4

rates than dual IV or VO combinations and provided an exciting

avenue for combinations that may help achieve deeper and more

durable responses. Follow-up is still ongoing for this study and it

will be interesting to compare the PFS with the high rates of U-

MRD4 achieved (44).
Treatment-naive continuous therapy trials

ELEVATE-TN is a phase 3 trial comparing the efficacy of A

versus AO versus ClbO in patients with previously untreated CLL

(Table 3) (39). Patients between the ages of 18 and 65 with
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comorbidities (creatinine clearance 30-69 ml min or cumulative

illness score of >6) or those aged >65 were eligible for recruitment

and were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio. Crossover was allowed to the

A monotherapy arm for patients who progressed in the ClbO arm.

MRD was assessed by multiparameter flow cytometry in patients

with CR/CRi, with a cutoff of U-MRD4.

The primary endpoint of ELEVATE-TN was PFS comparing

AO versus ClbO. The secondary endpoints included PFS

comparison between A and ClbO, ORR, time to next treatment

(TTNT), and OS. The exploratory outcomes included the

proportion of patients with U-MRD4.

CAPTIVATE MRD that focuses on untreated patients less than

70 years old is different from CAPTIVATE FD because it randomizes

those in U-MRD4 to MRD-guided treatment discontinuation of IV.

After 3 cycles of ibrutinib followed by 12 cycles of IV, participants

who had U-MRD4 were randomized to either continue ibrutinib or

receive placebo (double-blinded). Those who did not reach U-MRD4

were randomized to either ibrutinib monotherapy (I) or IV. In total,

164 participants were randomized with a median age of 58 years. The

primary endpoint was disease-free survival at 12 months post-

randomization for the I versus placebo cohort. The secondary

endpoints were U-MRD4 rates, ORR, and safety (16).

FLAIR is the largest trial included in this review, with 1,516

patients randomized (Table 3). The primary endpoint is PFS as per

the iwCLL criteria (56) to assess whether ibrutinib and rituximab (IR)

are superior to FCR (57). In 2017, two additional arms were

successfully added, comprising I and IV (43), supported by

evidence from CLARITY (38). With the addition of the I and IV

arms, the further primary endpoints are IV versus FCR PFS and IV

versus I versus IR MRD negativity rate at 24 months post-

randomization (43). The secondary endpoints for the trial include

OS, rates of U-MRD4 (56), treatment response, quality of life (QoL),

and cost-effectiveness (43, 57).
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The patients recruited are between 18 and 75 years old,

requiring therapy as per the iwCLL criteria, and fit for treatment

using FCR. The high-risk (TP53 disruption) arm of I versus

IV remains open. The IR arm was closed in 2018 in favor of I as

the ongoing control, due to evidence that IR was not superior

to I (58).

FCR was given for 6 cycles and then stopped. IR was given as 6

cycles of rituximab as per the FCR schedule, plus daily ibrutinib for

6 years or until the MRD stopping rules were achieved. I and IV

were given as dual therapy for 6 years or until the MRD stopping

rules were achieved. For all arms, therapy was ceased on progression

or if the patient withdrew. Unlike other trials containing venetoclax,

if MRD stopping rules are not achieved, venetoclax is given

continuously for the trial duration alongside ibrutinib.

MRD is assessed throughout the FLAIR trial, in the PB from 3

months after rituximab for the FCR and IR arms, a BM and PB

sample at 9 months post-randomization, and then in PB 6-monthly

from 12 months for all arms, which allows dynamic evaluation of

whether patients meet the MRD stopping rules. If a participant’s PB

becomes MRD negative, they have a repeat MRD sample 3 months

later. If this is negative, they have a PB sample and a BM sample 3

months later. If both are negative, they receive treatment for the

same length of time as it took for them to become MRD negative,

and then they stop (assuming they have remained MRD negative).

Given the 6-year duration of the trial, participants becoming MRD

negative at >3 years post-randomization would not be eligible to

stop and would receive the full 6 years of treatment. The earliest

treatment could stop at 2 years post-randomization. MRD testing

continues 6-monthly for participants who have stopped treatment,

and if they become MRD positive, they restart their treatment

(43, 57).

The trial outcomes of ELEVATE-TN, CAPTIVATE MRD, and

FLAIR are given in Table 6.
TABLE 6 Treatment-naive continuous therapy trial outcomes.

Trial Median
age/years

Regimen/
arm

Number
recruited

ORR CR/CRi rate PFS OS U-MRD4 rate
PB

U-MRD4
rate BM

ELEVATE-
TN

70 A 179 86% 1% at 24 m,
11.2% at 48 m

87% at
24 m

95% at 24 m,
87.6% at 48 m

7%a at CR/CRi,
10% at 48 m

0%a

AO 179 94% 13% at 24 m,
30.7% at 48 m

93% at
24 m

95% at 24 m,
92.9% at 48 m

49%a at CR/CRi,
38% at 48 m

61%a

ClbO 177 79% 5% 47% at
24 m

92% at 24 m 61%a at CR/CRi,
9% at 48 m

10.9%a

CAPTIVATE
MRD

58 IV 164 97% 46% ≥95% at
30 m

NR 75% at 15 m 68% at 15 m

FLAIR 70 FCR 385 NR NR 67 m 92% at 52.7 m NR NR

NR IR 386 NR NR Not
reached

92% at 52.7 m NR NR

I 138 NR 8% at 9 m NR NR 0% 0%

IV 136 NR 59.6% at 9 m,
93.4% at 24 m

NR NR 71.3% at 24 m 65.4% at 24
m

PFS and OS reporting statistics are reported after the duration stated on treatment.
A, acalabrutinib; AO, acalabrutinib–obinutuzumab; ClbO, chlorambucil-obinutuzumab; IV, ibrutinib–venetoclax; FCR, fludarabine–cyclophosphamide–rituximab; IR, ibrutinib–rituximab;
I, ibrutinib; m, months.
aIn ELEVATE-TN, MRD was measured in participants with CR/CRi, and the percentage reflects the CR/CRi cohort only.
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PFS and OS
The median PFS in ELEVATE-TN at a median follow-up of

28.3 months was significantly longer with AO versus ClbO (not

reached vs. 22.6 months) and not reached in the A monotherapy

arm, with the 24-month interim analysis data shown in Table 6. The

acalabrutinib groups showed favorable PFS in the subgroup

analyses over ClbO: AO versus ClbO in uIGHV patients (91% vs.

31%), del 17p (88% vs. 22%), del 11(q22.3) (87% vs. 24%), bulky

disease (90% vs. 28%), and mutated TP53 (95% vs. 19%). In TP53-

disrupted patients, the 48-month PFS was 74.8% in the AO

arm versus 76.2% in the A arm and 85.7% and 77.1%,

respectively, for uIGHV patients. OS rates at 48 months were not

significantly different between the arms (Table 6), and the CR/CRi

rate increased up to 48 months with continuous acalabrutinib

therapy in the AO and A arms (Table 6) (59). These results

demonstrate favorable PFS in the acalabrutinib-containing arms

compared with ClbO, which was increased further on high-risk

subgroup analysis.

CAPTIVATE MRD recruited participants with a median age of

58 years and the ORR was 97% (17). The U-MRD4 cohort who

received placebo and the CAPTIVATE FD cohort achieved rates of

≥95% PFS at 24–30 months (41) (Table 6). However, these are

young and relatively fit patients, so additional U-MRD data (at

MRD5 or MRD6) and longer-term follow-up for PFS and OS rates

will be eagerly awaited.

FLAIR reported the analysis of the IR versus FCR arms at ASH

in 2021 and demonstrated a significant difference in progression-

free survival in favor of IR. Median follow-up was 52.7 months,

with the median not reached for IR (Table 6). There was no

difference in OS between the arms, which may in part be due to

the FCR cohort progressing onto second-line treatment (60).

Interim of the first 274 patients on I or IV reported a similar

ORR at 9 months, but with a higher CR of 59.6% versus 8% favoring

IV. Extending this to 24 months, 93.4% on IV were in CR (Table 6)

and 39.7% had stopped treatment as per the MRD stopping

rules (61).
MRD outcomes
The rates of U-MRD4 in ELEVATE-TN were similar in PB and

BM in the patients with CR/CRi in the AO and ClbO arms

(Table 6). Only one patient in the acalabrutinib monotherapy

group had U-MRD4 in peripheral blood by flow cytometry,

which is consistent with what has been described for other BTKis

(61). Interestingly, there are similar rates of U-MRD4 in the two

primary groups in patients achieving CR within each group, though

a higher number of patients achieved CR in the AO arm. At the last

two time points for MRD measurement in the 48-month follow-up,

the U-MRD4 rate trends suggest U-MRD4 rates being sustained in

AO and A and but dropping (61% to 9%) in ClbO (Table 6),

although the sample size for these data is smaller than the overall

study because MRD was only assessed in patients with CR/CRi (59).

It is difficult to compare the U-MRD4 rates of this trial to others

trials because MRD in CR/CRi only was assessed, whereas other
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trials such as CAPTIVATE (FD andMRD cohorts) have shown that

U-MRD4 may occur in PR (16, 41).

After 12 months of IV in CAPTIVATE MRD, 75% of the

patients achieved PB U-MRD4 and 68% BM U-MRD4 (Table 6).

There was some correlation between CR and U-MRD4

achievement, with CR participants achieving 83% PB and 80%

BM U-MRD4 and PR participants achieving 72% PB and 61% BM

U-MRD4 (16). As seen in other trials of continuous BTKi therapy,

such as ELEVATE-TN (59), U-MRD rates improved with the

duration of therapy, with some participants entering the “not

confirmed U-MRD” cohort as U-MRD4 in PB but not in BM

then achieving BM U-MRD4 post-randomization. PB U-MRD4 in

the MRD not confirmed arm remained unchanged at 45% but BM

increased from 32% to 42% on ibrutinib and 31% to 66% on IV. The

compartmental concordance of U-MRD4 in PB and BM was 94%

(16). In the placebo arm, 84% of the patients remained in U-MRD4

after 12 months.

Interim analysis of MRD for the first 274 patients reaching 2

years post-randomization in the I versus IV arms of FLAIR was

presented at the European Society of Haematology (EHA) congress

and ASH in 2022. High rates of U-MRD4 were achieved in the IV

arm by 24 months (Table 6), with no patients achieving MRD

negativity with I (61), reflecting other trial arms using IV and BTKi

monotherapies (Tables 4–6).

Further interesting results from FLAIR 2 years post-

randomization were presented at ASH 2022 (51) for the IV arm,

demonstrating a higher rate of U-MRD4 in uIGHV than mIGHV

disease. The arms were well balanced for other disease variables

when stratified by IGHV mutational status. In bone marrow at 2

years, 79.7% of uIGHV patients were MRD negative, with 53.1% of

the patients becoming MRD negative by 9 months post-

randomization. In patients with mIGHV disease, 56.4% were

MRD negative at 2 years, with 34.5% being MRD negative at 9

months. The odds ratio was significant (95% CI: 1.59, 8.15) in favor

of uIGHV. Similar trends were reflected in the peripheral blood. Of

note, there was a lower rate of MRD negativity in subset 2, with

37.5% being MRD negative in bone marrow at 2 years post-

randomization (51). These results reflect IGHV-stratified response

analyses from GLOW (50).

These results are encouraging for IV providing excellent U-MRD4

response rates in the first-line treatment setting, a result that affirms the

data fromCAPTIVATE (MRD and FD) (16, 41) and the RR cohorts in

CLARITY (47) and GLOW (52). IV has the potential to join VO as an

approved first-line treatment for CLL in the UK (currently under NICE

appraisal) and Europe and to move to a “preferred” option for certain

patient cohorts in the United States (4–6).
Treatment consolidation

The GALACTIC trial (45) investigated the effect of

consolidation with obinutuzumab on MRD in patients who have

received chemotherapy for CLL. Patients were eligible for this trial if

they had received CIT in the last 3-24 months, had a WHO
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performance status of 0 or 1, and had no lymph nodes >1.5cm, and

48 patients in total were recruited.

MRD negativity in GALACTIC was set at U-MRD4, with

MRD-negative patients (n = 19) monitored as a control group.

The MRD-positive patients were randomized to receive

obinutuzumab consolidation (n = 14) or not (n = 15). The

primary outcome was the achievement of MRD negativity in

patients who received consolidation. The secondary objectives

were PFS, OS, and treatment-free survival (TFS). MRD was

assessed at 6 months in BM and at 6, 12, and 24 months in PB.

The results are summarised in Table 7.

Out of 14 MRD-positive patients randomized to the

consolidation arm, 10 achieved U-MRD4 by flow cytometry in

BM and 13 in PB. Though only a small cohort of patients was

recruited, a significantly better PFS in patients who received

obinutuzumab consolidation [p = 0.001; hazard ratio (HR) 0.21,

95% CI 0.07–0.67] was demonstrated, which matched the MRD-

negative monitoring (control) group. There was a median follow-up

of 24.9 months for consolidated patients and 27.3 months for

controls, and over this period, there was no statistically significant

difference between OS and TFS, although trends in data suggested

improvement in both OS and TFS, but this evaluation was of limited

sample size and follow-up duration (45). The cohort studied was

heterogeneous in terms of prior therapy received and MRD level in

the MRD-positive arm, but the arms were well balanced for key

characteristics, for example, prior use of rituximab, considering the

small cohort size. GALACTIC demonstrates that there is potential

for MRD-driven consolidation treatment in CLL and that

obinutuzumab could improved or be non-inferior (and safer)

when compared with MRD rates reported after alemtuzumab

consolidation (62–65).
Considerations and controversies

Emerging techniques for MRD evaluation

Digital droplet PCR
In digital droplet PCR (ddPCR), one DNA or cDNA copy is

partitioned into a single droplet. After the amplification of

thousands of droplets, the number of droplets containing

amplified products is counted by the machine, to produce a

quantification, e.g., 1 per 10,000. Unlike RQ-PCR, no calibration
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curves are required. Therefore, for small amplicons <150 bp, this

provides efficient quantification. For variant allele or MRD

detection, ddPCR has reached sensitivities of 1 × 10−5 for mantle

cell lymphoma, hairy cell leukemia, and multiple myeloma, with

improved sensitivity compared with RQ-PCR in these diseases (66).

In CLL, ddPCR can detect TP53 mutations down to 5 × 10−5 (67)

and NOTCH1 down to <1 × 10−6 (68). At this level of sensitivity,

ddPCR becomes a realistic option to detect MRD between 10−4 and

10−6, like NGS. The advantage of ddPCR could be time and

computational efficiency, if a reliable and sensitive target can be

determined. This is easier for standard mutations, for example,

single-base changes that are consistent between patients, than it is

for IgH variable mutations that are unique to the patient and

currently require personalized primers. Multiplexing is also

increasingly possible for ddPCR, increasing its application

potential (69). Efficient workflow and the limits of sensitivity

possibly make ddPCR a realistic option for standard MRD

measurement in the future.

Cell-free DNA
Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) is a potentially useful CLL because the

amount detectable has been shown to correlate with disease burden

in all compartments, i.e., blood and lymph node, and will reflect

nodal disease burden in small lymphocytic lymphoma, which may

be underrepresented on conventional blood analysis, and overall

disease burden as represented by a shift-in-compartment model of

ibrutinib treatment initiation. However, it has not been compared

with more sensitive MRD techniques such as NGS and ddPCR,

although the results do correlate with standard flow cytometry

MRD analysis (70). Mutational analysis of IgH, known genes, and

clonal evolution can also be tracked by cfDNA. Whether the

evaluation of the burden of disease in non-PB or BM

compartments will enhance the stratification of disease prognosis

in the era of small-molecule inhibitor therapy remains to be fully

evaluated. This question, alongside the LoD of cfDNA, will

determine whether cfDNA will become a useful MRD tool for CLL.

Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is mostly used in the detection of single

nucleotide variants, and its use is reported mainly in the context of

myeloid malignancy (71). In the absence of characteristic point

mutations in CLL cases, mass spectrometry is unlikely to be useful

in the context of MRD. Detection of clonal point mutations including
TABLE 7 Treatment consolidation trial outcomes.

Trial Median
age/years

Regimen Number
recruited

ORR CR/CRi
rate

PFS OS U-MRD4
rate PB

U-MRD4
rate BM

GALACTIC 69 MRD-negative monitoring
(no treatment)

19 NA NA NA – NA NA

MRD-positive monitoring
(no treatment)

15 NA NA 26.7% at
24 m

80% at
27.3 m

NA NA

MRD-positive O
consolidation

14 NA 92.9% 92.9% at
24 m

71.4% at
24.9 m

92.8% at 6 m 71.4% at 6 m
PFS and OS reporting statistics are reported after the duration stated on treatment.
O, obinutuzumab; m, months; NA, not applicable.
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the ones correlating to drug resistance is possible with mass

spectrometry, but it does not hold much advantage over NGS-

based approaches, which require similar sample preparation,

expertise, and equipment availability to achieve the same goal, with

a wider application to de-novo variant, and complex (IGHV)

mutational information. Therefore, the scope of this technology

within the context of CLL is limited compared with the other options.

Cytometry time-of-flight
Cytometry time-of-flight (CyTOF) uses antibodies conjugated

to metal isotopes and mass spectrometry techniques to determine

the time offlight, which is related to the mass of the markers present

in a cell. Like flow cytometry, it is a form of single-cell analysis, but

can utilize more markers per cell given that it is not limited by

fluorophore spectrum overlap (72). It can use more colors and fewer

cells to reach a conclusion, with automated bioinformatics pipelines

to alleviate the downstream data processing burden (73). However,

it has not been trialed in CLL MRD at the time of writing and has

been discussed more in the context of myeloid malignancy

diagnosis and MRD monitoring. This technology is slow

compared with flow cytometry, and with the advent of ddPCR

and NGS-based methods that are already becoming integrated with

current laboratory technology, it would be unsurprising for CyTOF

to remain solely a research tool in the context of CLL.

Computational techniques
With the increased emphasis on MRD in clinical trials being

likely to translate to increased demand for CLL MRD reporting in

the future, the laboratory capacity to evaluate this workload

efficiency becomes increasingly important, especially in healthcare

systems with limited economic resources. Computational

techniques to automate some processes could provide an answer,

at least enabling efficient screening and reporting of simple cases, so

clinical scientists can focus on more complex cases.

Goshaw et al. (29) developed a 14-color panel with the potential

for automation separation using the Barnes–Nutt stochastic

neighbor embedding (bh-SNE) analysis. There was an excellent

agreement with traditional manual gating reporting for MRD. This
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approach has the potential to speed up the workflow and increase

the interlaboratory consistency of reporting. The current pitfall is

that few labs have a flow cytometer capable of assessing 14 colors,

although the authors do comment that there was some possible

redundancy of markers, and it is likely that a panel for automated

reporting could be validated for 8-12 color cytometers (29).

Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms have been involved in

gating for flow cytometry, which could reduce operator time (74).

Fully computational MRD assessment could become possible

for some cases, which will save reporting burden if all CLL cases are

screened regularly (75). Techniques such as NGS are already subject

to established rigorous bioinformatics methodology. Whether this

would be suitable for automated reporting or to add a screening step

to divide cases into ones suitable for automated reporting, and those

that are not, remains to be seen. The principles of using AI and

automated bioinformatics pipelines and the techniques for

validating these remain under development but are likely to play

a pivotal role in the future of MRD testing.
Challenges in the standardization of MRD

The wide variety of techniques available for measuring MRD

makes it difficult to compare across different trials, unless the limit

of detection and the reporting criteria for U-MRD is stated. Table 8

outlines the MRD reporting level for the trials evaluated in this

review, which have been standardized as per the ERIC (24) and

iwCLL (17) criteria to U-MRD4, alongside some additional analyses

to lower MRD levels. Even within the cutoff of U-MRD, the

techniques available detect MRD to different sensitivities, and it is

difficult to compare data with different techniques (summarized in

Tables 1, 2).

There is no recommendation to support the choice of one

validated assay (flow cytometry and RQ-PCR) over the other. The

choice of assay thus ultimately will depend on the reason for MRD

monitoring and what test may be most accessible to the center.

The markers used in multicolor flow cytometry have also

evolved over the years as more markers are identified allowing
TABLE 8 MRD techniques and reporting of the trials.

Trial MRD technique MRD reporting

MURANO PB both ASO-PCR and flow cytometry, BM flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

CLARITY Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

ELEVATE-TN Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

CLL14 ASO PCR Neg when <U-MRD4

CAPTIVATE Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

GLOW NGS (clonoSEQ), flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4, additional analysis of MRD to 10−5

FLAIR Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

CLL13 Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4

GALACTIC Flow cytometry Neg when <U-MRD4
All flow cytometry techniques were multiparameter flow cytometry.
PB, peripheral blood; BM, bone marrow.
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more accurate detection of residual disease (Table 1). As

immunotherapy becomes an important factor in treatment

regimens, there is concern that CD20 downregulation may make

distinguishing CLL cells from normal B cells difficult. A study has

shown a close correlation between MRD done by flow cytometry

and RQ-PCR showing no effect of antibody treatment (9). However,

further markers and combinations of markers have also been

identified to account for this, e.g., CD81 in combination with

CD19/CD22/CD5 (26). ERIC has been trying to standardize flow

cytometry methods to assess MRD since 2007 to improve sensitivity

and specificity but also to make results comparable between

different laboratories. A core panel of six monoclonal antibodies

(CD19, CD20, CD5, CD43, CD79b, CD81) developed by the ERIC

group will be found on a high number of cases and is feasible in

most laboratories (25) and helps standardize the process.

Emerging data on DNA-based monitoring, particularly the use

of NGS (HTS), suggest that increasing the depth of MRD may be

beneficial for trial and clinical outcomes (7, 35), although a

consensus for validation of the technique is yet to be reached.

There will also be a practical limitation of laboratory capacity (in

terms of human, bench, financial, and computational resources) if

MRD monitoring, particularly HTS, becomes adopted into routine

practice. Computational tools could relieve some running and

reporting burden for these assays but would require similar

robust standardization and validation. A possible combined

solution would be to screen samples with flow cytometry

techniques and to elect samples undetectable on flow cytometry

to more sensitive analysis, such as HTS.
Clinical decisions with MRD results and
patient’s experience

MRD already plays a very important prognostic marker in

several hematological malignancies and is used to guide patient

management. The use of MRD in CLL, however, is still largely

confined to the trial settings presented here and is widely used as a

marker for the efficacy of treatment while awaiting maturity of trial

endpoints. In the context of chemoimmunotherapy where MRD

was first used in this role, a longer progression-free survival was

shown if U-MRD was achieved irrespective of clinical response (15,

76). A role for MRD in determining the duration of treatment, i.e.,

cessation of treatment with bone marrow U-MRD, was first

demonstrated in the treatment with FCR (fludarabine,

cyclophosphamide, rituximab). Patients who achieved BM U-

MRD after 3 cycles of FCR and stopped had similar outcomes to

those who completed all the planned cycles despite achieving U-

MRD (77). A rise in MRD during post-treatment monitoring has

also been shown to possibly anticipate clinical progression (78) and

may allow earlier intervention.

BTK inhibitors are now frequently used as a single agent in the

elderly or comorbid patients, or in the relapse setting, and are often

given continuously until either progressive disease or unacceptable

toxicity. The treatment goal is often disease control and not

achieving U-MRD4 as long-term clinical responses are seen with

continuous administration with increasing rates of CR over time in
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both frontline treatment and relapse/refractory disease treatment

(79–81). Monitoring MRD levels may provide a means of potential

safe treatment de-escalation or cessation but is potentially of limited

value in single-agent BTKi regimens where U-MRD4 is expected to

occur rarely. These regimens can still achieve good ORR and PFS

rates even without obtaining a high U-MRD rate (59, 61).

Conversely, MRD retains its potential utility when BTK inhibitors

are administered in combination with another CLL-directed

therapy with a high U-MRD4 rate, as part of a fixed-duration

regimen or one with MRD-driven stopping rules. GLOW and

CLL14 (fixed duration) are of particular relevance, reporting good

outcomes in less fit cohorts (40, 52), in which a treatment-free

period is likely to reduce the risk of potential toxicities associated

with continuous treatment.

Patient counseling would be crucial if and when therapeutic

decisions are made based on MRD results as negative results may

give false reassurance while positive results may cause undue

distress. Given that U-MRD can occur in the context of PR or

CR/CRi, as demonstrated in CAPTIVATE (FD and MRD cohorts)

(16, 41) and FLAIR (61), clarification of these terms and the

relationship between them need to be addressed.

The increased use of novel agents in both first-line treatment

and in relapsed/refractory disease means there is much less of a role

for allogeneic stem cell transplant (SCT). However, this may still be

an option albeit for a very small niche of patients, and MRD status

in this context has been shown to be important in determining

prognosis (82). As the use of CAR-T continues to increase, MRD

may also provide a sensitive means of assessing disease status.
MRD by disease compartment

As it is possible to have a discrepancy in some cases between the

MRD result and disease status, it is important to consider the sites

of disease that may not be represented by MRD assays done on PB

or BM. The consensus recommendation for monitoring disease

eradication in the trial setting at present is that both PB and BM

should be assessed (16). However, there is a potential as assays

continue to improve such as reducing the need for bone marrows,

which involves an invasive and painful procedure. In the context of

lymph node predominant disease or pure small lymphocytic

lymphoma (SLL), where PB or BM MRD might not be

representative of disease burden, MRD by techniques such as cell-

free DNA may have a role in disease monitoring (70). The iwCLL

response criteria are the same for either CLL or SLL treatment

(17) and do not replace the clinical assessment of response.

As such, MRD assessment is not a replacement for clinical

assessment but another tool we can use in response assessment

and prognostication.
Role of traditional trial endpoints

In the clinical setting, more mature trial data are required to

evaluate whether superior PFS translates into increased OS. In the

context of multiple effective treatments now being available for a
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relatively elderly patient population, a difference in OS may be

difficult to prove and may be confounded by comorbidities. PFS is a

valuable outcome to report on the durability of treatment effect, but

a more patient-orientated endpoint would be TTNT, although this

will not necessarily correlate with OS. TTNT would evaluate the

durability of fixed-duration treatment outcomes in terms of how

long the patient remains treatment-free and report on the

tolerability or duration of the effect of continuous (or MRD-

driven intermittent) therapy. How MRD kinetics translate into

traditional trial endpoints will also need to be considered as

emerging evidence shows that these can vary according to disease

characteristics, such as IGHV mutational status. The evolution and

standardization of MRD monitoring in CLL has the potential to

radically modify the management of patients, moving it closer to the

management of other chronic hematological malignancies such as

chronic myeloid leukemia, in which deep molecular response

constitutes both an early therapeutic goal and a trigger for the

initiation of subsequent lines of therapy.
MRD use in fixed-duration and continuous
therapy regimens

The trial regimens evaluated within this review have used fixed

duration (8, 40, 41, 44, 52), continuous therapy (16, 38, 43, 57, 59),

and MRD-based stopping rules (38, 43, 57) or randomizations (16,

45). It is unknown which of these approaches will be the most

successful for balancing MRD effects that correlate with improved

PFS or OS, against the side effects of treatment. Patient preference

may well play into whether a fixed-duration or continuous

treatment is chosen if outcomes are equivocal. Trial outcomes

including PFS and MRD are not reported at consistent timepoints

across trials, and the cohorts studied vary, making intertrial

comparison challenging. However, it is worth noting that from

the trials evaluated in the review, the PFS rates reported at ≥24

months for the BTKi- and/or venetoclax-containing arm are 81% to

≥95% (8, 16, 40, 41, 45, 52, 59), and the CIT arms are 38.8% to

49.5% (8, 40, 52, 59). When to measure MRD is also a point of

debate for fixed-duration versus continuous therapy trial. If a fixed-

duration treatment continues to the end of the regimen, unless there

is clinical progression, there is an argument for measuring MRD

after the end of treatment to predict the durability of response or

inform ongoing or consolidation therapies if these becomes an

option. Continuous treatment, especially regimens with stopping or

pausing criteria, will require on-treatment MRD testing to inform

treatment or monitoring decisions.

The key evaluation for MRD is whether U-MRD4 (or U-MRD5/

6) leads to improved outcomes. The more mature data already

suggest that this is the case, such as in MURANO where

achievement of U-MRD4 correlated with superior OS and a lower

MRD doubling time in the VR arm (46). In CLL14, patients with U-

MRD4 at EOT had longer PFS compared with those with detectable

MRD (40). Depth of MRD and the likely translation of this into the

durability of response will be a key point to evaluate in the longer-

term outcomes of fixed-duration versus continuous therapy,
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especially in a younger patient cohort in whom longevity is likely

to be a priority.
MRD in different genomic/biologic
subgroups

Recent trial outcomes from GLOW, FLAIR, and CAPTIVATE

FD highlight differential responses in cohorts with traditionally

poor prognosis markers, uIGHV and TP53 disruptions. Again, the

data are yet immature to determine if MRD differences by genetic

subgroups will translate into PFS/OS/TTNT outcomes.

The IV arms of FLAIR and GLOW reported a superior rate of

U-MRD4 for uIGHV patients in BM and PB, respectively. In

FLAIR, 79.7% of uIGHV patients were MRD negative versus

56.4% with mIGHV at 2 years post-randomization. In GLOW at

EOT+3, the uIGHV U-MRD4 rate was 59.7% versus 40.6% for

mIGHV. GLOW also demonstrated that U-MRD4 was sustained in

80% of uIGHV patients and 76.9% of mIGHV patients (50). This

shows that the current IGHV data obtained during the patient

workup could be used to stratify those who will benefit the most if

IV becomes used in clinical practice (4–6).

Data from the CAPTIVATE FD demonstrated, for TP53-

disrupted patients, U-MRD4 81% in PB and 41% in BM after 12

months of IV. The differences in U-MRD4 between the TP53 wild-

type and disrupted cohorts were not statistically significant (41).

This result is expected, as BTKi and venetoclax therapy is already

used preferentially in the context of TP53 disruption (4–6).

Subgroup analyses from larger trials may highlight which

treatments have the most impact on certain groups but can lack

the statistical power to be adopted into routine practice, which

becomes ever more challenging as we subdivide already small

cohorts further with emerging genomic findings.
Concluding remarks

Evaluation of MRD has been transformational in the landscape

of CLL clinical trial design and reporting. With an increasing

number of MRD-directed endpoints, the next challenge is how

MRD assessment will be integrated into routine clinical practice,

which will also require evaluation from both patient benefit and

health economic perspectives. Furthermore, different treatment

types and combinations result in different outcomes concerning

U-MRD, with respect to the number of patients achieving this

status, the depth of MRD obtained, and the biological subgroups

undergoing treatment. Importantly, the relevant threshold for MRD

remains a matter of debate, and it remains to be demonstrated that

deeper MRD necessarily predicts a better clinical outcome in all

clinical situations. At present, MRD has been linked to disease

prognosis and used to tailor treatment duration, but it remains to be

demonstrated whether MRD-driven therapeutic decisions will

always be clinically beneficial or sufficient to challenge the

traditional CLL treatment paradigms.
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